Introduction {#s1}
============

For more than three decades, efforts exerted by the academic and industrial sectors have focused on the applications of organic semiconductors in electronics \[[@C1]--[@C4]\]. It is of great interest to examine the history and development of organic electronics. This research field initially started from a unique laboratory observation of electronic conductivity from a polymer that was believed to be insulating. Over the past decades, we have experienced many interesting breakthroughs on fundamental and inherent limitations, especially for electrical properties, such as carrier mobility \[[@C5]--[@C10]\]. Many state-of-the-art electronic products based on organic materials possess several advantages over their inorganic counterparts. Organic field-effect transistors (OFETs) are fundamental building blocks in circuits; OFETs primarily act as switches and/or signal-processing elements for applications ranging from active matrix displays to radio-frequency identification tags \[[@C11]--[@C14]\]. The first OFETs were fabricated in the early 1980s using polymers or small-molecule semiconductors \[[@C15]--[@C19]\]. However, OFETs have poor device performance; particularly, the low field-effect mobility (*μ*~FET~) of OFETs limits the applications of devices \[[@C20]--[@C22]\]. This poor performance is mainly attributed to the active conduction channels exhibiting as amorphous or polycrystalline thin films. In addition, the device characteristics based on these thin films are strongly affected by the imperfections of the film structure and by the insufficient purity of the organic materials.

Continuous improvement in device performance is a key factor that determines the development of OFETs. Other factors, such as the steady decrease in fabrication cost and applicability, are also deemed critical. Recent studies have considered solution-processed organic semiconducting crystals as ideal candidates for high-performance and low-cost OFETs \[[@C23]--[@C46]\]. Organic crystals often yield better device performance than their counterparts in amorphous or polycrystalline thin films because of the perfectly ordered molecules that improve intermolecular interaction via close molecular packing \[[@C47]\]. Grain boundaries and molecular disorder, which limit charge transport by scattering the charge carriers, can be greatly reduced in crystals \[[@C48]\]. Since the first successful fabrication of organic crystal FETs ten years ago, the charge carrier mobility extracted from organic crystal FETs has reached 20--40 cm^2^ V^−1^ s^−1^ \[[@C49]--[@C58]\]. The semiconducting crystals used in the active channel are insoluble small molecules, whereas solution-based techniques are counted out of the fabrication schemes for organic crystal FETs. Solution-based processes can significantly reduce the device fabrication cost because sophisticated and expensive facilities, such as those for photolithography or high-temperature and/or high-vacuum processing, are not required. With the development of technologies for the design and synthesis of organic materials, solution-processed, small-molecule semiconductors that can form into crystalline phases involving strong intermolecular interaction have been extensively reported in the literature. Thereafter, a new challenge for further development of OFETs emerged. Applications of OFETs can be broadened upon improvement of electrical performance and upon fabrication of devices on different substrates, such as flexible and paper-based types.

Although organic crystals are considered promising materials for high-performance and low-cost electronic devices, fabrication of solution-processed organic crystal FETs still poses a challenge in patterning technology \[[@C40], [@C59]--[@C63]\]. Insoluble organic semiconductors can be deposited by thermal evaporation in a vacuum and generate thin-film patches according to the patterns of shadow masks; by contrast, solution-processed materials lack patterning capability and normally cover the entire substrate surface with uniform thin films. In particular, as in the case of organic crystals, organic molecules can self-assemble into crystalline phases with highly ordered molecular packing, whereas crystals exhibit random distributions with peculiar deposition positions on the substrate surface. This is because the intermolecular force (van der Waals force) in organic crystals is weak in nature and easily influenced by experimental conditions, such as temperature and solvent evaporation, during crystallization \[[@C64], [@C65]\]. The development of patterning techniques for organic crystals deposited on well-defined geometric features is crucial to stimulate the application of organic crystals in electronics. These techniques have advantages for mass production and for reduction in the leakage current and crosstalk between neighboring devices, especially when common gate electrodes are applied.

In this review, we focus on the patterning technology for solution-processed organic crystals and their applications in OFETs. Numerous recent studies have reported that OFETs based on solution-processed, small-molecule crystals exhibit excellent performance \[[@C36]\]. Topical reviews on polymer semiconducting crystals are also recommended for readers \[[@C46]\]. In section [2](#s2){ref-type="sec"}, we discuss the patterning techniques associated with spin-coating. The basic strategy in applying surface wettability modification is explored in detail, and our recent development of patterned organic crystals using spin-coating solutions is reviewed. Other solution-assisted processes for patterning organic crystal transistors, such as inkjet printing, micropatterning with nucleation control, and solution shearing, are examined in section [3](#s3){ref-type="sec"}. Table [1](#TB1){ref-type="table"} summarizes the features of typical patterning techniques for solution-processed organic crystals, which are mainly discussed in sections [2](#s2){ref-type="sec"} and [3](#s3){ref-type="sec"}. In section [4](#s4){ref-type="sec"}, we describe the organic crystal growth and device physics of organic crystal FETs. We also share our opinions on the future development of these transistors.

###### 

Summary of typical patterning techniques for solution-processed organic crystals as discussed in sections [2](#s2){ref-type="sec"} and [3](#s3){ref-type="sec"}.

  Ref.   Organic semiconductor and deposition method                                                                  Patterning method                            S/D contact   Device structure   Substrate    *μ*~FET~ (cm^2^ Vs^−1^)   on/off   Subthreshold swing (SS) (V dec^−1^)   Year
  ------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------------- ------------- ------------------ ------------ ------------------------- -------- ------------------------------------- ------
  69     C~8~-BTBT, drop-casting                                                                                      SAMs, VUV                                    MoO~x~/Au     BGBC               PEN          1.5                       10^9^    0.14                                  2009
  71     C~8~-BTBT, drop-casting                                                                                      SAMs, VUV                                    Ag ink        BGBC               PEN          0.03                      10^6^                                          2010
  72     8QT8, drop-casting                                                                                           SAMs, VUV                                    Au            BGTC               SiO~2~/Si    0.014                     10^6^                                          2008
  73     TIPS-PEN, drop-casting                                                                                       CYTOP, plasma, HMDS                          Au            BGTC               SiO~2~/Si    0.185                     10^7^    0.783                                 2008
  68     C~8~-BTBT, spin-coating from mixture solution of C~8~-BTBT and PMMA, SVA                                     SAMs, UV-ozone                               MoO~x~/Au     BGTC               SiO~2~/Si    3.5                       10^7^    0.7                                   2011
  70     C~8~-BTBT, spin-coating from mixture solution of C~8~-BTBT and PMMA, SVA                                     SAMs, UV-ozone                               MoO~x~/Au     TGTC               SiO~2~/Si    7.4                       10^4^                                          2012
  23     C~8~-BTBT, spin-coating from mixture solution of C~8~-BTBT and PMMA                                          CYTOP, plasma                                MoO~x~/Au     BGTC               SiO~2~/Si    1.2                       10^9^    0.5                                   2012
  24     C~8~-BTBT, spin-coating from mixture solution of C~8~-BTBT and PMMA                                          CYTOP, plasma                                FeCl~3~/Au    BGTC               Photopaper   1.3                       10^8^    2.0                                   2012
  126    TIPS-PEN, inkjet printing with band structure to confine the droplets                                                                                     Au            BGBC               SiO~2~/Si    0.033                     10^6^    1.09                                  2011
  129    TIPS-PEN, inkjet printing, droplet morphology controlled by changing the substrate temperature                                                            Au            BGBC               glass        0.44                      10^7^    0.33                                  2012
  131    TIPS-PEN, inkjet printing, droplet morphology controlled by varying the composition of the solvent mixture                                                Au            BGBC               SiO~2~/Si    0.27                      10^6^                                          2008
  132    C~8~-BTBT, inkjet printing, droplet manipulation by an external electric field for crystallization                                                        Au            BGBC               SiO~2~/Si    0.03                      10^5^                                          2013
  133    TIPS-PEN, inkjet printing, applying blends of TIPS-PEN and polystyrene                                                                                    Au            BGBC               SiO~2~/Si    1.5                       10^7^    0.06                                  
  36     C~8~-BTBT, inkjet printing with antisolvent crystallization                                                  UV-ozone, HMDS, and photoresist patterning   Au            BGTC               SiO~2~/Si    31.3                      10^7^    2                                     2011
  141    C~2~Ph-PXX, micropatterning with nucleation control region                                                   CYTOP, lift-off method                                                        SiO~2~/Si                                                                             2012
  146    TIPS-PEN, solution-shearing                                                                                  SAMs, photolithography                       Au            BGTC               SiO~2~/Si    2.7                       10^6^                                          2014
  147    TIPS-PEN, solution-shearing using the printing blade with micropillar patterns                               SAMs, UV-ozone                               Au            BGTC               SiO~2~/Si    11                        10^8^                                          2013

Spin-coating processes for patterned organic crystals and their applications in OFETs {#s2}
=====================================================================================

Patterning techniques for solution-processed organic crystals {#s2.1}
-------------------------------------------------------------

Various approaches for the patterning of solution-processed organic crystals have been proposed. The utilization of self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) is the first successful attempt for patterning vapor-grown organic crystals by controlling nucleation location \[[@C26], [@C60], [@C62], [@C66], [@C67]\]. This approach is commonly used for solution-processed organic crystalline semiconductors. Patterning involves the surface modification of substrate into wettable and dewettable regions with different functional groups of SAMs \[[@C26], [@C40], [@C68]--[@C71]\]. Minari *et al* \[[@C69], [@C72]\] developed a surface selective deposition method to fabricate OFETs with organic crystalline films as semiconducting channels (figures [1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}(a)--(d)). Surface regions modified by alkyl or fluoroalkyl groups exhibit dewettable or solution-repellent property, whereas those functioned by phenyl groups have more favorable surfaces for the deposition of organic semiconductors. When an organic semiconductor is deposited from the solution using spin-coating, small droplets are only confined in the patterned region wettable to the solution, forming polycrystalline organic films as active channels. This method is extended for the all-solution fabrication of OFETs on transparent flexible substrates (figures [1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}(e)--(g)) \[[@C71]\]. SAMs can also be applied for insoluble organic materials, such as rubrene, pentacene, and fullerene C60, which are deposited via physical vapor transport in vacuum to form patterned crystals \[[@C60], [@C62]\]. Crystal nucleation is effectively suppressed in smooth regions, whereas the rough SAM domains act as effective primary nucleation centers. Hence, this principle is different from that for solution-processed materials.

![(a) Schematic of the fabrication of self-organized organic crystal FET arrays on a flexible substrate; TMS = tetramethoxysilane, DTMS = decyltrimethoxysilane. (b) Photograph of organic crystal FETs on a flexible transparent substrate. (c) Cross-polarized microscopy image of the OFET arrays. (d) Optical microscopy image of an individual transistor showing the channel region comprising the organic crystals. (e) Fabrication of all-solution-processed organic crystal FETs on a flexible substrate; VUV = vacuum ultraviolet, FAS = fluoroalkylsilane, PVP = polyvinylphenol. (f) Photograph of the OFET arrays. (g) Cross-polarized microscopy image of the channel region of an OFET. (Reproduced with permission from \[[@C69], [@C71]\] © 2009 AIP Publishing and © 2010 The Japan Society of Applied Physics.)](TSTA11661151F01){#F0001}

Surface modification by SAMs to introduce different wettability regions prior to the deposition of organic materials is the most common method for patterning organic semiconductors. SAM growth typically takes several hours. The hydrophobic and solution-processed fluoropolymer CYTOP can be used as the raw material for patterning techniques to shorten the processing time for device fabrication. CYTOP is highly hydrophobic with a water contact angle of ∼110°. In addition, this fluoropolymer cannot be detached from the substrate by organic solvents, such as chloroform, acetone, and toluene. Surface patterning can be designed using simple shadow-mask plasma etching because the C--F bonds in the CYTOP are broken by O~2~-plasma. The covered area remains hydrophobic, whereas the exposed region becomes hydrophilic and well wettable for the solution. Kim *et al* \[[@C73]\] studied OFETs using the organic semiconductor 6, 13-bis(triisopropylsilylethynyl) pentacene (TIPS-PEN, figures [2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}(a)--(d)). The wettability of the SiO~2~ surface is controlled by patterning an amorphous CYTOP thin film using O~2~-plasma etching. TIPS-PEN solution is then drop-cast and selectively crystallized on the plasma-etched area. Patterning processes, including ablation or removal of hydrophobic polymer layers, often suffer from the degradation of device performance because of the contamination on the dielectric surface and the increased number of trap states at the semiconductor/insulator interfaces. Modification of the patterned SiO~2~ area with hexamethyldisilazane is efficient in reducing the number of interfacial traps. Thus, high-performance devices can be obtained from patterned TIPS-PEN OFETs with a *μ*~FET~ of 0.19 cm^2^ V^−1^ s^−1^, a subthreshold swing (SS) of 0.74 V/decade, and an on/off ratio of 10^7^. Further analysis shows that the crystalline part of TIP-PEN in the patterned region is influenced by solvent evaporation and that the adoption of a patterned CYTOP thin film induces crystal growth in three dimensions (figure [2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}(e)) \[[@C74]\].

![(a) Fabrication of patterned TIPS-PEN crystal FETs. Surface patterning was carried out using spin-coating of CYTOP and subsequent exposure to shadow-mask O~2~-plasma etching; HMDS = hexamethyldisilazane. (b) Illustration of the mechanism for the formation of TIP-PEN films on a patterned substrate. (c) Cross-polarized microscopy image of a single OFET with TIPS-PEN well confined in the patterned region. (d) Typical transfer characteristics of the TIPS-PEN OFET. (e) Variation of the carrier mobility with spinning speed on nonpatterned and patterned substrates. (Reproduced with permission from \[[@C73], [@C74]\] © 2008 AIP Publishing and © 2012 American Chemical Society.)](TSTA11661151F02){#F0002}

These patterning techniques are based on the modification of surface wettability prior to the deposition of organic semiconductors from solutions. Some solution deposition facilities, such as inkjet printing, have intrinsic capabilities in patterning functioning materials to desired positions (section [3](#s3){ref-type="sec"}).

Spin-coating from mixture solutions for patterned organic crystals {#s2.2}
------------------------------------------------------------------

Previous studies demonstrated various approaches contributing to the patterning of solution-processed organic semiconductors. High electrical performance is frequently achieved from related OFETs when organic materials with strong intermolecular forces are used. Spin-coating from a semiconductor/insulator mixture solution exhibits distinct advantages that are beneficial for the application of OFETs \[[@C75], [@C76]\]. The main principle lies in the self-assembly of semiconductor/insulator interfaces during spin-coating. A double-layer structure with separated materials can be obtained directly via spin-coating from the mixture solution. Vertical phase separation is driven by solute--substrate, solute--solvent, and solute--solute interactions.

When combined with patterning techniques, unique research results have been obtained. In this section, we mainly demonstrate our recent progress in this research field. In section [2.2.1](#s2.2.1){ref-type="sec"}, we demonstrate the fabrication of transistor arrays based on patterned rod-like single crystals grown via solvent vapor annealing (SVA). Further improvement in device uniformity is directly achieved from large, plate-like crystals via a simple spin-coating process (section [2.2.2](#s2.2.2){ref-type="sec"}). In section [2.2.3](#s2.2.3){ref-type="sec"}, we further apply our technique to pattern organic crystal transistors on various substrates, including those based on plastic and paper. Finally, we present an inherent *in situ* purification of our method that can eliminate the influence of impurities, allowing the direct usage of low-purity materials for device fabrication.

### Growth of patterned, rod-like single crystals using solvent vapor annealing {#s2.2.1}

Surface selective deposition using SAMs is an efficient approach to pattern-functioning materials on a substrate surface. Previous works have applied this technique to plastic substrates and all-solution-processed devices, where polycrystalline organic semiconductors serve as channel materials. The grain boundaries among crystals can affect the charge transport via charge trapping and scattering; hence, patterned single crystals are of great interest for the achievement of high-performance device arrays.

Tremendous efforts have been exerted to develop solution-assisted and low-cost processes to fabricate organic semiconducting single crystals. High-quality organic single crystals can exhibit larger mobility than amorphous silicon devices. Solvent vapor exposure induces grain growth and amorphous-to-crystalline or polymorphic transformations in molecular organic thin films \[[@C77]--[@C81]\]. Thus, we applied the simple post-treatment of SVA for the growth of organic single crystals recrystallized from a polycrystalline semiconductor/polymer insulator bi-layer structure that was self-assembled during a spin-coating process from a solution (figure [3](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}(a)) \[[@C61], [@C75], [@C82]\]. Vertical phase separation via spin-coating is attributed to surface energy differences for each component \[[@C83]--[@C87]\]. Crystals demonstrate high performance when the mobility based on the transistor structure is ∼10 cm^2^ V^−1^ s^−1^.

![(a) Illustration of polymer-assisted solvent vapor annealing (PASVA). 1. Spin-coating the mixture solution of semiconductor and PMMA; 2. spontaneous vertical phase separation, leading to the formation of bilayer structure; 3. placement of the sample in a Petri dish half-filled with solvent for solvent vapor annealing (SVA) under ambient conditions at room temperature. (b) SVA can stimulate the rearrangement of organic semiconductor, and it changes from a polycrystalline thin film (top) to isolated rod-like crystals (bottom). (c) Transfer curves measured under vacuum and in air, showing high device performance and good stability under ambient conditions. (d) Temperature dependence of the field-effect mobility (*μ*~FET~) and threshold voltage (*V*~th~), indicating a band-like charge transport behavior obtained in the organic crystals fabricated via SVA. (Reproduced with permission from \[[@C43]\] © 2011 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.)](TSTA11661151F03){#F0003}

Surface selective deposition methods for SAMs and SVA were combined to fabricate patterned organic crystal OFET arrays \[[@C68]\]. A solution of dioctylbenzothienobenzothiophene (C~8~-BTBT) and polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) was spin-coated onto the SiO~2~ surface with patterned wettability (figure [4](#F0004){ref-type="fig"}(a)). The sample was treated through SVA for the recrystallization process. As shown in figure [4](#F0004){ref-type="fig"}(b), only rod-like C~8~-BTBT single crystals were formed via SVA-stimulated self-assembly in the patterned region. MoO~3~ and Au were evaporated to form the source and drain electrodes, leading to the fabrication of crystal-based OFETs into the bottom-gate top-contact structure. The devices exhibited high performance with a *μ*~FET~ of 3.5 cm^2^ V^−1^ s^−1^ and an on/off ratio of more than 10^7^ (figure [4](#F0004){ref-type="fig"}(c)). Bias-stress measurement was carried out, and a good electrical reliability of the devices with *μ*~FET~ maintained within a small range of magnitude was observed (figure [4](#F0004){ref-type="fig"}(d)). This observation indicates that charge trapping in pre-existing or stress-generated deeply localized states in the crystal bulk and at the dielectric interfaces is limited despite the fabrication under ambient conditions with oxygen and water. However, the organic crystal transistor arrays showed large variation in *μ*~FET~ because of differences in contact resistance due to variations in crystal thicknesses. Further analyses on the influence of device architectures confirm that the contact resistance can affect transistor performance and that the top-gate top-contact structure exhibits high mobility (7.4 cm^2^ V^−1^ s^−1^) and small device-to-device variation \[[@C70]\].

![(a) Fabrication of patterned organic single crystal transistors. (b) Microscopy image of patterned C~8~-BTBT crystal transistor arrays. The middle portion shows the cross-polarized microscopy image of crystals in the channel as highlighted by a green dotted square. (c) Transfer characteristics and (d) bias-stress measurement of a C~8~-BTBT crystal transistor. (Reproduced with permission from \[[@C68]\] © 2011 Authors).](TSTA11661151F04){#F0004}

### Large plate-like organic crystals with high uniformity {#s2.2.2}

Significant development has been achieved for patterned organic crystal transistors with continuous improvement in device performance and large numbers of crystal growth methods. However, some industrial standards limit the future applications of organic semiconducting materials. Among these obstacles, uniformity in electrical performance with reduced variation from device to device and from batch to batch is often seriously considered when organic crystals are used as channel materials in FETs \[[@C63], [@C69], [@C88]\]. Variation in the performance of organic crystal transistors can be attributed to the orientation and alignment of crystals, causing anisotropy of charge transport and variances in the width and length of active channels \[[@C37], [@C89], [@C90]\]. Morphological characteristics are also important; contact resistance can be affected by crystal thickness \[[@C68], [@C72]\]. Large, plate-like organic crystals with small thicknesses are potential candidates for FET arrays with minimal performance fluctuations because these crystals can provide morphologically uniform films.

However, the formation of organic crystals into thin, plate-like, and large-size shapes is difficult to achieve because the orientation of organic crystal growth generally follows the crystal axes \[[@C27], [@C43], [@C67], [@C91]--[@C96]\]. Therefore, post-treatment after deposition that allows rearrangement of organic molecules is necessary. For instance, Lee *et al* \[[@C97]\] reported an abrupt thermal annealing method for rubrene thin films deposited onto SiO~2~ substrate using thermal evaporation. The heating process was carried out by placing as-deposited rubrene films on a preheated hot plate set at 170 °C in a nitrogen environment for one minute. Continuous crystalline films consisting of large-sized and plate-shaped domains were created over the entire substrate surface, which is distinct from a typical rubrene crystal with a hexagonal shape.

Our work demonstrated the growth of large, plate-like organic crystals by the combination of a patterning technique using a hydrophobic polymer and a spin-coating process from a semiconductor/insulator solution (figure [5](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}(a)) \[[@C23]\]. The hydrophobic polymer CYTOP was spin-coated onto the SiO~2~ substrate; the surface of the substrate was then patterned using O~2~-plasma by a shadow-mask, reactive-ion etching system. This process is similar to methods using SAMs, wherein the surface wettability is patterned into hydrophobic and hydrophilic regions with portions unexposed and exposed to plasma. A spin-coating process from an anisole solution of C~8~-BTBT and PMMA produces large plate-like C~8~-BTBT crystals confined in the patterned regions, and a phase separation leads to a thin PMMA layer underneath the crystals \[[@C43], [@C76]\]. Figure [5](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}(b) shows that the strong molecular interaction and large-distance movement of C~8~-BTBT molecules stimulate the formation of organic crystals, assisting PMMA in spreading on the surface of patterned regions. CYTOP-patterned regions have a vertical structure with a depth of ∼40 nm, whereas patterned SAMs exhibit a 2D modification strategy. The CYTOP sidewall, which enhances the spreading of PMMA, is essential in the formation of large, plate-like C~8~-BTBT crystals via spin-coating. High uniformity was obtained simultaneously for the carrier mobility, threshold voltage, and subthreshold swing when the device performance of OFETs based on these crystals was measured (figure [5](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}(c)). Good uniformity in device performance for organic crystals is critical for applications in active-matrix displays. Material concentrations can influence the electrical performance of the devices; the highest mobility we obtained was up to 1.5 cm^2^ V^−1^ s^−1^.

![(a) Fabrication of field-effect transistor arrays based on patterned plate-like organic crystals using hydrophobic dielectric of CYTOP. The organic crystals are formed using a simple spin-coating process from a blend of C~8~-BTBT and PMMA. (b) Illustrative representation of the solution on the surface of the patterned region, showing that the formation of plate-like organic crystals can be attributed to the strong molecular interaction and large-distance movement of C~8~-BTBT molecules, with the assistance of the PMMA spreading on the highly hydrophilic surface of the patterned regions. (c) Transfer curves of the transistor arrays based on the C~8~-BTBT crystals. (Reproduced with permission from \[[@C23]\] © 2011 Elsevier.)](TSTA11661151F05){#F0005}

### Organic crystal FETs on various substrates, including plastic and paper {#s2.2.3}

Aside from the continuous improvement in the device performance of OFETs, extension of their applications is another primary factor for the future development of organic electronics. For instance, devices on flexible substrates are highly attractive for various state-of-the-art electronics \[[@C98]--[@C103]\]. Although solution-processed semiconducting organic crystals are ideal materials for high-performance and low-cost devices, most processes involved in organic crystals grown on flexible substrates do not have a patterning capability. Demonstrating the application of organic semiconducting crystals deposited from a solution in flexible OFETs, we applied our technique to fabricate patterned organic crystals on flexible PEN substrates \[[@C104]\]. As shown in figure [6](#F0006){ref-type="fig"}(a), device arrays were fabricated on a PEN substrate with the bottom-gate top-contact structure. A 540 nm-thick CYTOP layer was spin-coated onto the substrate with evaporation-deposited Au bottom-gate electrode arrays and then patterned through a shadow-mask O~2~-plasma. The CYTOP layer in the patterned region also acted as the gate insulator with a thickness of ∼500 nm. A solution of C~8~-BTBT and PMMA was spin-coated onto the substrate and merely confined within the patterned regions. The device fabrication was completed by subsequent deposition of MoO~3~ and Au to form the source and drain electrodes. C~8~-BTBT crystals were observed in the patterned regions with grain sizes as large as hundreds of micrometers (figures [6](#F0006){ref-type="fig"}(b)--(d)). The as-fabricated devices can exhibit a typical transistor behavior with a *μ*~FET~ of 0.22 cm^2^ V^−1^ s^−1^, an *SS* of 0.7 V dec^−1^, a *V*~T~ of 1.3 V, and an on/off ratio of 10^7^.

![(a) Fabrication of flexible FET arrays based on patterned solution-processed C~8~-BTBT crystals. (b) Photograph and (c) microscopy image of a flexible PEN substrate with solution-processed organic crystal FET arrays. (d) Cross-polarized microscopy image of the patterned C~8~-BTBT crystals in the channel region. (e) FET arrays fabricated on paper substrate with solution-processed organic crystals confined in patterned regions. (f) Structure of FETs with C~8~-BTBT crystals, and diagram of the roughness at different surfaces from the bare paper substrate to the PMMA layer. (g) Cross-polarized microscopy image of the C~8~-BTBT crystals in the patterned region. (h) AFM topographic image of a patterned region after rinsing in cyclohexane. The PMMA surface is exposed and partially covered with C~8~-BTBT. (i) The AFM profile taken across the broken line over a patch in (h), consistent with the length of the C~8~-BTBT molecule. (Reproduced with permission from \[[@C24], [@C104]\] © 2012 Elsevier and © 2013 Authors.)](TSTA11661151F06){#F0006}

Paper is the cheapest substrate at present. The price of paper substrates is lower (∼0.1 cent dm^−2^) than that of plastic substrates (polyethylene naphthalate: ∼2 cent dm^−2^; polyimide: ∼30 cent dm^−2^). Paper is also highly compatible for rapid manufacturing processes, such as spray-coating and roll-to-roll printing. Considerable progress in paper electronics has demonstrated the fabrication of functioning devices with organic semiconductors on paper substrates \[[@C105]--[@C116]\]. The resulting devices possess distinct application perspectives that are not achieved by rigid and flexible plastic substrates. The fabrication of high-performance FETs is still an immense challenge. The principal obstacles include the large surface roughness of paper substrates and the difficulty in specific surface modification for patterning using SAMs. Although organic crystals with highly ordered molecules are promising for the achievement of high-performance devices, large paper surface roughness can increase the number of nucleation sites during the crystallization of organic materials. We present our proposed method to fabricate high-performance OFETs based on patterned organic semiconducting crystals to eliminate issues with paper surface roughness \[[@C24]\]. We used a commercially available photo paper as the substrate. A protective layer of parylene that can resist water and chemicals was coated because of the high water absorption property of paper. As shown in figures [6](#F0006){ref-type="fig"}(e) and (g), the devices on paper were fabricated similar to those on PEN substrate, except that the source and drain electrodes were formed by successive evaporation of FeCl~3~ and Au. The insertion layer of FeCl~3~ between the Au and organic semiconductor can introduce a highly chemically doped contact that significantly reduces the contact resistance \[[@C117]\]. Although bare paper had large surface roughness (rms roughness of ∼48 nm) and parylene film coating reduced the roughness to ∼16 nm (figure [6](#F0006){ref-type="fig"}(f)), the resulting organic crystal FETs yielded outstanding device performance, exhibiting high *μ*~FET~ (1.3 cm^2^ V^−1^ s^−1^), large on/off ratio (\>10^8^), and low *SS* (2.0 V dec^−1^). To the best of our knowledge, our proposed method is the first to hold the capability in simultaneously patterning the paper substrates and the growth of organic crystals on paper. Our devices with solution-processed organic crystals on paper still possess the highest device performance in terms of both carrier mobility and on/off ratio for OFETs on paper, even when compared with devices based on vapor-deposited organic semiconductors. The excellent performance on paper is attributed to the reduction in interfacial roughness because spin-coating from the mixture solution naturally creates a smooth C~8~-BTBT/PMMA interface brought by vertical phase separation \[[@C43], [@C44], [@C75], [@C76], [@C118]\]. After the sample was rinsed in cyclohexane to expose the underlying PMMA surface by removing the C~8~-BTBT upper layer, the atomic force microscopy (AFM) results showed a very smooth surface (rms roughness: ∼3 nm) of the PMMA layer despite being partially covered with some remaining C~8~-BTBT (figures [6](#F0006){ref-type="fig"}(h) and (i)). Some C~8~-BTBT patches with sizes of hundreds of nanometers and molecular smoothness were also observed. The thicknesses of these patches were consistent with the length of the C~8~-BTBT molecule, indicating the high-quality morphology of the C~8~-BTBT/PMMA interface. The results suggest that our OFET fabrication method has no critical requirement for the surface smoothness of the substrate.

### *In situ* purification of organic semiconductors {#s2.2.4}

The history of the semiconductor manufacturing industry shows that the steady decline in production costs can account not only for the industry's continuous improvement in performance/reliability and extension of applications but also for the industry's fast growth \[[@C119]\]. The aim to decrease manufacturing costs is also a determinant factor for the rapid development of solution-processed organic electronics, which offer low-temperature and large-area device processing. Organic channel materials for device fabrication must have high purity because impurities (e.g., the by-products of material synthesis) can induce traps that capture charge carriers, thereby degrading the transport of charge in a device \[[@C8], [@C88], [@C98], [@C120]--[@C123]\]. The semiconductor industry uses electronic-grade solvents and chemicals because the impurities in these chemicals are one of the factors that reduce the yield per wafer, consequently increasing the cost per saleable unit. Electronic grade would have lower purity than the one currently manufactured should this industry be able to achieve the same performance with low-purity, raw materials. In the traditional semiconductor industry, most expenses originate from infrastructure, equipment, and processing rather than from the chemicals used. Thus, the cost of ultra-pure raw materials can be neglected. By contrast, the organic semiconductor and fabrication process comprise the bulk of the total cost, with low-cost strategies involved in organic semiconductors. Purification of organic materials can increase production costs and can be time consuming, and loss of active materials during purification can be significant. Therefore, we demonstrated a solution-processed fabrication technique that can directly use as-synthesized, low-purity materials for the application of organic crystal transistors.

Our patterning technique assisting the spin-coating process from solutions can provide an *in situ* purification that inherently removes impurities from the active materials \[[@C124]\]. As shown in figure [7](#F0007){ref-type="fig"}(a), high-purity (\>98%) C~8~-BTBT is in the form of white powder, whereas the as-synthesized low-purity (∼92%) C~8~-BTBT is in the form of yellow powder. The impurities have a significant effect on the performance of OFETs based on the polycrystalline uniform films spin-coated from the bare C~8~-BTBT solution, resulting in remarkable degradation in electrical performance as compared with the devices based on the high-purity material. C~8~-BTBT was blended with PMMA in solution and then spin-coated onto the patterned CYTOP surface. The fabricated transistor arrays based on C~8~-BTBT crystals with different purities exhibited nearly identical performance in all transistor parameters, including *μ*~FET~, SS, *V*~T~, and on/off ratio (figure [7](#F0007){ref-type="fig"}(c)). Further analyses using cross-polarized optical microscopy and micro-Raman spectroscopy revealed that the impurities were excluded to recrystallize into needle-like crystals during the spin-coating process. These impurities floated on top of the active plate-like crystals with large grain size (figures [7](#F0007){ref-type="fig"}(b) and (d)). The *in situ* purification that eliminates the influence of impurities depends on three key factors. One is the vertical phase separation forming the PMMA-bottom, C~8~-BTBT-top structure. This structure naturally takes place during the spin-coating process and is attributed to the differences in the surface energy of each component \[[@C85]--[@C87]\]. The other is the recrystallization of C~8~-BTBT and the impurity during the spin-coating process. C~8~-BTBT starts crystal nucleation and growth before the impurity during solvent evaporation because C~8~-BTBT has higher concentration in the solution than the impurity. Finally, the PMMA spreading effect facilitates the formation of large C~8~-BTBT crystals covering the patterned regions thoroughly. The impurity crystals are separated vertically and are floating on top of the large C~8~-BTBT crystals, making no contribution to the conduction in the channel. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to demonstrate a processing technique that can directly use low-purity materials for the fabrication of high-performance devices. With the proposed technique, devices based on low-purity materials have performance comparable with those of devices based on high-purity materials.

![(a) Optical images of the C~8~-BTBT solutions prepared with high- (left) and low-purity (right) C~8~-BTBT. (b) Cross-polarized microscopy images of typical C~8~-BTBT plate-like crystals in patterned regions from high- (upper) and low-purity (middle) PMMA-blended C~8~-BTBT solutions. (Lower left) cross-polarized microscopy image of the small needle-like crystal in the yellow-dotted square in (middle). (Lower right) illustration of the *in situ* purification during spin-coating with impurity (red ellipsoids) and C~8~-BTBT (blue ellipsoids) molecules. (c) Transfer curves of the FET arrays based on patterned C~8~-BTBT crystals from high- (upper) and low-purity (lower) materials. (d) Micro-Raman spectroscopy characterizations in the region for thiophene peaks for the thin films, the patterned crystals from direct spin-coating, and the crystals from solvent vapor annealing (SVA). We observe that the needle-like crystals from both spin-coating and SVA are formed by impurity molecules, whereas the plate-like and rod-like crystals are formed by C8-BTBT molecules. Spectral data from a bare SiO~2~/Si substrate are shown for comparison, indicating that the peaks do not originate from the SiO~2~/Si substrate. (Reproduced with permission from \[[@C124]\] © 2013 The Royal Society of Chemistry.)](TSTA11661151F07){#F0007}

Other solution-assisted processes for patterning organic crystal transistors {#s3}
============================================================================

The patterning technologies discussed in section [2](#s2){ref-type="sec"} are primarily based on the modification of surface wettability prior to the spin-coating process. Many emerging methods, such as inkjet printing and micro-patterning with nucleation control regions, can directly produce patterned organic crystals via other solution-based techniques. Some approaches that can efficiently stimulate organic crystal growth in solution involve patterning technology to enhance the quality of grown crystals. Some typical and important techniques are thus described and examined.

Inkjet printing {#s3.1}
---------------

Printing technology typically releases the ink out of the nozzles to deposit onto a substrate surface such as paper, allowing the reproduction of print materials. When the ink changes into a solution with a dissolved or dispersed organic semiconductor or conductor, the printing turns out to be useful for organic electronic devices at a micrometer resolution. Robust and versatile techniques extensively used in the microelectronics industry can be avoided because of the solution-based processing and intrinsic patterning capability of inkjet printing. This method can significantly reduce manufacturing costs. Inkjet printing initially emerged as an attractive depositing and patterning technique for conjugated polymers in light-emitting diodes and full-color, high-resolution displays. Inkjet printing is beneficial to OFETs based on disordered polymers because nearly all small-molecule semiconductors are still insoluble at that time \[[@C5], [@C125]\].

When using small-molecule semiconducting materials (TIP-PENS and C~8~-BTBT) with strong intermolecular forces, crystalline droplets or thin films with controlled morphologies as conducting channels can also be deposited using inkjet printing \[[@C126]--[@C130]\]. Lim *et al* \[[@C131]\] used TIP-PEN as the organic semiconductor dissolved in chlorobenzene as the major solvent mixed with 25% of the minor solvent. The released drop falls under the action of gravity and air resistance until it impinges on the substrate and spreads under momentum acquired in the motion. Surface tension aids the surface flow, and the drop dries out through solvent evaporation. They used a solvent mixture to balance the Marangoni and convective flows in the drying droplet, consequently controlling the morphology of the dried droplet. Other methods also show good control of the nucleation and crystallization of inkjet-printed organic semiconductors. These methods include inducing external electrical field \[[@C132]\], applying bank structure to confine the droplets \[[@C126]\], and changing the substrate temperature \[[@C129]\].

Furthermore, experiments show that applying the blend solution of a small-molecule semiconductor and polymer insulator can improve the device performance of inkjet-printed OFETs \[[@C133]\]. A blend of TIPS-PEN and polystyrene (PS) was deposited using an inkjet process to form OFETs with a bottom-gate bottom-contact structure. Pure TIPS-PEN deposited onto the substrate exhibited a crystalline phase with irregular shapes, covering only partially on transistor channels. Meanwhile, the addition of PS led to spherical TIPS-PEN deposits with large domain size and improved crystal morphology that covered the entire device area. The OFETs fabricated from the blend solution possessed high transistor performance, exhibiting a maximum mobility of 1.5 cm^2^ V^−1^ s^−1^ and an on/off ratio of more than 10^7^. Polymers can also enlarge crystal size and improve device behavior when inkjet prints small-molecule semiconductors onto the polymer substrate \[[@C134]\].

A recent breakthrough has revealed that inkjet-printed organic single crystals yield OFETs with carrier mobility as high as 31.3 cm^2^ V^−1^ s^−1^ \[[@C36]\]. A novel *double-shot inkjet printing* technique assisted by patterning of substrate surface wettability was proposed. As illustrated in figure [8](#F0008){ref-type="fig"}(a), an antisolvent crystallization ink (N,N-dimethylformamide) with very low solubility for the organic semiconductor of C~8~-BTBT was first deposited from an ink-jetting nozzle, and then C~8~-BTBT in dichlorobenzene solution was overprinted on the deposited crystallization ink. The formed intermingled droplet was confined in the solvent-wetting patterned region, and a slow crystalline film growth of C~8~-BTBT was observed at the droplet surface. The resulting semiconductor thin films covering the patterned regions exhibited a single-domain characteristic. As shown in figure [8](#F0008){ref-type="fig"}(b), the OFETs based on C~8~-BTBT single crystals yielded very high mobility in the saturation region, reaching average and maximum values of 16.4 cm^2^ V^−1^ s^−1^ and 31.3 cm^2^ V^−1^ s^−1^, respectively. The devices showed typical output behavior. The value of mobility nearly reached the fundamental limit at room temperature, considering that the fabrication process was performed under ambient conditions. The devices based on inkjet-printed organic single crystals also exhibited good performance in terms of on/off current ratio (10^5^ to 10^7^) and SS (∼2 V dec^−1^), with a threshold voltage of ∼10 V. The device characteristics were not degraded by more than 10% after the films were kept in air for eight months. However, a large variation in carrier mobility and critical contact effect was observed in output curves, leaving a lot of room for technique improvement.

![(a) Schematic of inkjet printing of organic single-crystal thin films. Antisolvent ink (A) is first inkjet-printed (step 1), and the solution ink (B) is overprinted sequentially to form intermixed droplets confined to a predefined area (step 2). Semiconducting thin films grow at liquid--air interfaces of the droplet (step 3) before the solvent fully evaporates (step 4). (b) (Upper) cross-polarized microscopy image of an array of inkjet-printed C~8~-BTBT single-crystal thin films. (Lower) cross-polarized micrographs of the film. (c) (Left) illustration of the device structure and micrograph of the thin-film transistors. (Right) transfer and output characteristics of the C~8~-BTBT single-crystal FETs. (Reproduced with permission from \[[@C36]\] © 2012 Nature Publishing Group.)](TSTA11661151F08){#F0008}

Inkjet printing has been applied for organic electronics for more than a decade. Here, we mainly focus on the deposition of organic crystalline semiconductors using inkjet printing. Readers are encouraged to refer to selected articles for comprehensive knowledge of this technology \[[@C5], [@C135]--[@C139]\].

Micropatterning with nucleation control region {#s3.2}
----------------------------------------------

Crystallization involves the initial step of nucleation wherein molecules are packed together to form stable nuclei at the intervals corresponding to the diffusion length, and crystals grow at the nuclei. The resulting thin films after crystallization are often in the polycrystalline rather than the monocrystalline phase because the crystal orientations of the nuclei are difficult to control. Therefore, the growth of crystals with better quality and large domain sizes can be achieved if the nucleation and crystal growth can be separated and carefully controlled \[[@C140]\].

Goto *et al* \[[@C141]\] proposed a method for directly forming organic single-crystal thin films with substrate-patterning features using solution-based growth. Their approach is affected by the nature of solubility. As depicted in figure [9](#F0009){ref-type="fig"}(a), the state of the solution changes from unsaturated and stable to supersaturated upon reduction in temperature and/or increase in solution concentration. Spontaneous crystallization in solution can only occur in the supersaturated region and not in the stable zone. Crystal growth but not nucleation can proceed in the metastable zone, located between the solubility and supersolubility curves. The substrate is patterned into hydrophilic and hydrophobic regions (figures [9](#F0009){ref-type="fig"}(a)--(c)), including nucleation control and growth control regions. Evaporation starts when the solution droplet of 3,9-bis(4-ethylphenyl)-peri-xanthenoxanthene (C~2~Ph-PXX) is confined in a hydrophilic surface. In the nucleation control region, the state of the solution changed from stable and unsaturated to supersaturated. In the growth control region, the state of the solution changes from stable to metastable. Thus, the solvent evaporates completely from the nucleation control region, and a crystalline film grows from a single stable nucleus within the growth control area. Figure [9](#F0009){ref-type="fig"}(d) shows a cross-polarized optical microscopy image of C~2~Ph-PXX thin films grown by this method. All organic crystals have a typical pentagon shape, with similar facet angles of 82° to 98° in the designated locations. This solution-processed method is simple, efficient, and excellent in spatially separating the crystal nucleation and growth to achieve patterned single crystal arrays.

![(a) Solubility--supersolubility diagram. (b) Micropattern with nucleation control region and growth control region. (c) Schematic of the growth model. (d) Cross-polarized microscopy image of C~2~Ph-PXX thin film arrays (left). Upper- and lower-right images show cross-polarized micrographs of the same thin film. The thin film has a typical pentagon shape with characteristic angles of 82° and 98°. (Reproduced with permission from \[[@C141]\] © 2012 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.)](TSTA11661151F09){#F0009}

Solution shearing {#s3.3}
-----------------

Introducing strain within the crystal lattice is a general method of increasing charge carrier mobility of inorganic materials. Accordingly, a solution-processed technique for organic semiconductors was proposed, wherein lattice strain is used to increase charge carrier mobility \[[@C142], [@C143]\]. The *π*--*π* stacking distance or the spacing between cofacially stacked and conjugated backbones for organic semiconductors determines electron orbital overlap and mobility \[[@C144]\]. They used a shearing plate that drags the TIPS-PEN solution across a heated substrate while maintaining the bulk of the solution between the plate and the substrate. The solution can only evaporate at the exposed front part. At a shearing speed of 0.4 mm s^−1^, oriented and millimeter-wide TIP-PEN crystals with lengths of ∼1 cm are obtained with the long axis parallel to the shearing direction. When the shearing speed is increased to 2.8 mm s^−1^, the organic crystals become narrower and shorter, and the carrier mobility increases. The highest value of 4.6 cm^2^ V^−1^ s^−1^ is achieved in the solution-sheared thin film at a speed of 2.8 mm s^−1^. The results of grazing incidence x-ray diffraction (GIXD) measurement revealed that the *π*--*π* stacking distance decreases with increasing shearing speed upon tuning the extent of lattice strain. However, further increasing the shearing speed decreases the mobility because of the formation of smaller and less-oriented crystallites (figure [10](#F0010){ref-type="fig"}(c)). This technique provides more opportunities for the improvement of electrical properties of organic semiconductors. Although strain-induced organic crystals are metastable, they exhibit good chemical, thermal, and electrical stability. Upon combination with a pressure-assisted thermal cleavage, this solution shearing technique can also be applied to process higher rylene diimides with poor solubility \[[@C145]\].

![(a) (Left) schematic of the solution shearing method. (Right) cross-polarized microscopy image of solution-sheared TIPS-pentacene thin films formed via solution shearing. The black arrow represents the shearing direction. (b) Cross-polarized microscopy image of TIPS-pentacene sheared on 20 *μ*m patterned line widths. The scale bar is 100 *μ*m. (c) (Left) (101) and (010) *d*-spacing of TIPS-pentacene thin films sheared at different speeds. (Right) average and maximum charge carrier mobility of transistors fabricated from TIPS-pentacene thin films sheared at different speeds. (d) (Left) illustration of solution shearing using a micropillar-patterned blade. The arrow indicates the shearing direction. (Middle) scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of a micropillar-patterned blade. Length scale = 50 *μ*m. (Inset) top view of the micropillars under an optical microscope, with each pillar having a width of 35 *μ*m and a height of 42 *μ*m. (Right) streamline representation of simulated fluid flow around the micropillars. The arrow indicates the flow direction. The streamlines are color coded to indicate the scale of velocity (mm s^−1^), ranging from 0 (deep blue) to 1.3 mm s^−1^ (dark red). (e) Cross-polarized microscopy image of a TIPS-pentacene film coated from its mesitylene solution with (upper) and without (lower) using the FLUENCE technique. The white arrow denotes the shearing direction. (f) A photographic image of 1 mm-wide, 2 cm-long, single crystals on a Si wafer. (Reproduced with permission from \[[@C143], [@C146], [@C147]\] © 2012 Nature Publishing Group, ©2013 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim and © 2013 Nature Publishing Group.)](TSTA11661151F10){#F0010}

Further applications of this process lie in the combination with the surface wettability patterning technique. A previous study patterned the SiO~2~ substrate surface into fluorosilane-coated and -uncoated regions using photolithography \[[@C146]\]. When the patterned line widths are as low as 2 *μ*m or 0.5 *μ*m, the thin films within the patterned regions exhibit more aligned crystalline domains compared with the nonpatterned substrate and substrates with 20 *μ*m patterned line widths (figure [10](#F0010){ref-type="fig"}(b)). The well-aligned organic crystalline domains stem from the improvement of the crystal texture and afford nucleation control.

Diao *et al* \[[@C147]\] developed the fluid-enhanced crystal engineering (FLUENCE) technique, which can rapidly coat and pattern millimeter-wide, centimeter-long, and highly aligned monocrystalline organic semiconducting thin films. This technique, which yields unique solution-processed organic crystals, owes its success to two key factors. One is the printing blade with micropillar patterns (figure [10](#F0010){ref-type="fig"}(d)). The pillar spacing is less than 100 *μ*m, which induces rapid flow expansion following acceleration through the gap and thus facilitates lateral mass transport. The crescent-shaped cross-structure of the micropillars enhances flow separation from the micropillar surface. The shearing blade with micropillar arrays significantly improves the morphology of thin films comprising organic crystals. The other critical factor is the modulation of the contact line shape by patterning the substrate with solvent-wetted and dewetted regions. Figures [10](#F0010){ref-type="fig"}(e) and (f) show the initial parts of the wetted region covered with triangular phenyltrichlorosilane (PTS), which is inspired by the coffee-ring effect. This triangular PTS controls the nucleation sites, facilitates nucleation anchoring, and eliminates twin boundary formation. Following the triangles is a series of narrow slits that control the growth of undesired crystallites. The resulting organic crystalline thin films in the patterned geometries can exhibit improvement in device performance with mobility values of up to 11 cm^2^ V^−1^ s^−1^. The FLUENCE technique is significantly instructive for future development in organic electronics toward low-cost, high-performance, and large devices. Further analyses reveal the crystallization mechanism using an *in situ* and real-time x-ray spectroscopy facility of microbeam grazing incidence wide-angle x-ray scattering (*μ*GIWAXS) \[[@C148]\]. The crystallization of small molecules takes place at the liquid--air interface forming a stable and regular crystalline phase, whereas the subsequent crystallization forms well-packed molecules underneath the stable ones exhibiting as nonequilibrium with enhanced charge carrier mobility by introducing greater electron orbital overlap between the semiconducting molecules.

Solution shearing and other similar methods that introduce lattice strain into organic crystals have been proven substantial and effective for the rapid growth of high-quality crystals. The remarkably enhanced device performance by strain-induced shortening of molecular packing with a very short distance of sub-angstrom scale can assure that organic semiconductors are comparable with polycrystalline silicon. Fundamental investigations, such as the formation mechanism of metastable crystals, crystallization process at the liquid--air and liquid--solid interfaces, and crystalline phases at these interfaces, are indispensable. Obviously, such studies are instructive for the further development in high-performance OFETs.

Other aspects with future perspectives {#s4}
======================================

More on organic crystal growth from solutions {#s4.1}
---------------------------------------------

Recent studies have focused on organic-functioning crystals grown from solutions. New crystalline materials exhibiting high device performance in transistors have been merging into academic research. Knowledge of the driving force for crystallization in solutions is essential \[[@C149]\], and further analyses are important to provide a better understanding of this field.

An organic crystal from solution is generally produced as a consequence of molecular aggregation for the formation of nuclei. These nuclei have the configurations that match the crystalline structure, which will eventually grow into crystals with large domain sizes. Factors such as solubility, supersaturation, diffusivity, and temperature affect the kinetics and mechanisms by which organic crystals are processed and formed in solutions. For instance, supersaturation regulates the number of molecules necessary to achieve an effective nucleating cluster, that is, the probability of nucleation increases with supersaturation. However, nucleation is more demanding than crystal growth. In addition, some supersaturated regions support crystal growth, whereas some suppress such growth. Upon nucleation, nuclei grow into mature crystals; this stage is referred to as crystal growth. Crystal growth is governed by both internal and external factors. Internal factors such as the three-dimensional crystal structure and crystal defects will determine the nature and strength of the intermolecular interactions between the crystal surface and the solution. External factors such as temperature, supersaturation, solvent, and impurities will affect the interactions at the solid--liquid interface.

We have conducted a systematic analysis on the crystal growth via polymer-assisted solvent vapor annealing (PASVA) \[[@C44]\]. Figure [11](#F0011){ref-type="fig"}(a) shows a matrix of organic solvents and polymers that were used to probe the crystallization of C~8~-BTBT. We found that the crystallization of a small-molecule semiconductor via SVA correlates well with solvent miscibility and polymer-based films. Additional solvent absorbed on the polymer surface can enhance the molecular mobility on the substrate, allowing self-assembly in a distance of over hundreds of micrometers. Furthermore, the crystal growth mechanism follows the Ostwald ripening effect, that is, large crystals grow at the expense of small crystals as the large ones are more favored in terms of energy (figures [11](#F0011){ref-type="fig"}(b) and (c)). The diffusion rate and crystal length increase with increasing PMMA thickness \[[@C78]\]. Extremely long C~8~-BTBT crystals, 2.7 mm in length, were obtained based on the mechanism (figure [11](#F0011){ref-type="fig"}(f)). Similarly, our recent experiments have shown that crystallization in a polymer-assisted system is interesting because the diffusion length is extremely long and the SVA crystallization process is different from other methods. Figure [12](#F0012){ref-type="fig"} shows a clear, dark region in the cross-polarized microscopy image around the crystals from SVA. This region has a typical distance of tens of micrometers from the outer edge to the crystal, which is shorter than the diffusion length of small molecules. Within the dark region, the molecules that escaped from small crystals merge into a large one. Thus, investigations focused on the molecule behavior in this region can possibly reveal some interesting phenomena to clarify the crystallization mechanism of SVA.

![(a) Cross-polarized microscopy images of vacuum-sublimed C~8~-BTBT films after SVA on different polymer base films; THF = tetrahydrofuran, PVP = polyvinylphenol, P*α*MS = *α*-methyl polystyrene. (b) Time-lapsed optical microscopy images of two crystals. (c) Length of crystals A and B in (b) and the average lengths of all the crystals as a function of time. (d) and (e) The diffusion rate at the early stage of crystal growth and the average crystal length as a function of PMMA thickness, respectively. (f) A crystal longer than 2 mm grown on a PMMA film via SVA. (Reproduced with permission from \[[@C44]\] © 2012 The Royal Society of Chemistry.)](TSTA11661151F11){#F0011}

![Crystals at the polymer--substrate interface after SVA.](TSTA11661151F12){#F0012}

External factors such as temperature and solvents can significantly change the external crystal morphology and charge transport because of the weak nature of van der Waals force as the main intermolecular force in organic crystals. For instance, C~8~-BTBT can form into rod-like crystals with sizes ranging from hundreds of micrometers to more than one millimeter via SVA. It can also be fabricated in plate-like shapes when directly spin-coated from polymer solutions. The mobility of C~8~-BTBT crystals also varies with different processing techniques based on the same device structure. When PCBM is spin-coated to amorphous thin films, typical n-type and ambipolar transistor behavior can be observed from OFETs \[[@C150]--[@C153]\]. By contrast, when PCBM is formed into large hexagonal crystals, electrical conduction is neither observed nor reported \[[@C89], [@C154]\]. Elimination of electrical characteristics in PCBM crystals can be attributed to the addition of solvent molecules and the molecular packing that are unfavorable for charge transport.

Processing of organic crystals grown from solutions requires careful design and preparations to eliminate the influence of external factors. On the other hand, the distinct property of organic crystals stemming from their intrinsic properties also opens the way for controllable modifications at the molecular level. Some novel techniques have been used to fabricate high-performance organic crystal FETs from solution-based processes by inducing strain in organic molecular packing.

More on device physics of organic crystal FETs {#s4.2}
----------------------------------------------

The density of structural defects in the channel of organic crystal FETs is considerably lower than that of OFETs based on amorphous organic thin films. Thus, not only high device performance has been achieved and has room for further improvement, but FETs can also serve as an effective platform to study the intrinsic charge transport and interfacial property of organic semiconductors. In this subsection, we discuss the device physics of organic crystal FETs. Some works on vacuum-deposited crystals are also examined, which are instructive for solution-processed organic crystals. Other reviews are highly recommended for readers to obtain more comprehensive knowledge \[[@C39], [@C96], [@C155], [@C156]\].

### In-crystal and interface charge transport {#s4.2.1}

For an OFET with organic thin films in the amorphous or polycrystalline phase, results show that the conducting channel is positioned only within the first several molecular layers from the semiconductor/insulator interface \[[@C157]--[@C159]\]. Early experiments with rubrene single-crystal FETs also confirm the interfacial charge transport because the carrier mobility of rubrene crystal has shown a strong dependence on the dielectric constant of the gate insulator \[[@C160]\]. Similarly, Takeya *et al* \[[@C57]\] experimented on a rubrene single crystal. They observed a tuning of charge transport from in-crystal to the semiconductor/insulator interface by simply sweeping the gate voltage. They used a high-quality rubrene crystal with the highest charge carrier mobility because the length scale of the carrier distribution can be elongated in a weak electric field for a purified single crystal with nondoped intrinsic properties. A high mobility value of 5--25 cm^2^ V^−1^ s^−1^ was obtained in the low-gate voltage region, whereas a low mobility of 1--2 cm^2^ V^−1^ s^−1^ was observed as the typical value in the low-gate voltage region. The higher value of mobility is brought by the dilute distribution of the field-induced carriers into the crystal at the weak-gate electric field, whereas the decrease in mobility with increasing gate voltage occurs because the carriers are aggregated close to the interface.

The charge transport in an organic semiconducting crystal with the FET configuration is important to elucidate the intrinsic regime. As predicted, higher performance can be expected from the organic crystal FETs with charge transport in the bulk of the crystal, avoiding the reduction in mobility from scattering at the interface and the interaction with the gate dielectric.

### Gate insulators and crystal interfaces {#s4.2.2}

Materials science and engineering have been well established for applications in gate insulators in OFETs, including inorganic, polymeric dielectrics, and self-assembled mono- and multilayers \[[@C161], [@C162]\]. In principle, the performance of OFETs depends greatly on the use of gate insulators \[[@C6], [@C163]\]. The principal determinant factors of gate insulator over device performance include the surface roughness, interfacial defect density, chemical purity, and composition of materials. For instance, a *V*~T~ shift upon prolonged gate bias stress can be caused by charge trapping at localized states in the gate insulator or at the semiconductor/insulator interface. Gate insulators also significantly affect the hysteresis behavior and reliability of OFETs. When a buffer layer of an apolar polymer insulator is introduced to a device structure, ambipolar characteristics can be observed even from the materials originally considered as p-type semiconductors \[[@C164]--[@C166]\].

In the case of organic semiconducting crystals as channel materials in OFETs, similar issues of gate insulator influences should also be carefully considered to achieve high performance. Works on organic crystal FETs are mostly based on the top-gate structure, wherein a gate insulating layer is deposited onto the crystal surfaces. Many attempts were unsuccessful because of damages to the fragile crystal surface during sputtering the metal oxides as dielectric. Using a polymer film of parylene as a gate insulator in organic crystal FETs improves performance because it is chemically inert with low surface density and because its deposition allows the organic crystals to remain at room temperature \[[@C49]\]. Thus, damages to the crystal surface can be greatly minimized. Another method using a vacuum-gap as the gate insulating layer can increase the mobility from the organic single crystal surface \[[@C55], [@C56], [@C167]\].

Aside from the technical points of the continuous improvement of device performance, gate insulator materials can also alter the charge transport behavior at the semiconducting crystal/insulator interface, which provides an understanding of carrier motion on a microscopic scale. The charge transport in polymer OFETs is dependent on dielectric polarizability \[[@C165], [@C168]\]. Previous studies suggested that the randomly oriented dipoles present in the dielectric increase the disorder in the semiconducting channel. The more polar the dielectric, the larger the static dipolar disorder effect it produces in the polymer, thereby reducing the charge mobility. Hulea *et al* \[[@C169]\] used a series of ionic insulating materials in OFETs based on rubrene sing crystals, in which the observation of intrinsic charge transport characteristics of the molecules is enabled because of the significant reduction in disorder (figure [13](#F0013){ref-type="fig"}(a)). Figure [13](#F0013){ref-type="fig"}(b) shows that the carrier mobility depends on the temperature, evolving from metallic-like to insulating-like with increasing dielectric constant of the insulator. The concept of interactions between charge carriers and the insulating layer is referred to as a 2D Fröhlich polaron model, in which the coupling of the polarization in the gate insulator and charge carrier is pictured as a quasi-particle termed in a 'Fröhlich polaron' \[[@C8], [@C170]--[@C172]\]. This work practically gives more credence to the deposition of ultra-thin organic buffer layers on the dielectric \[[@C164]\].

![(a) (Left) schematic of a rubrene single crystal FET. (Right) electrostatically induced holes moving at the dielectric--organic interface polarize the gate dielectric. A Fröhlich polaron can be formed as the hole and the induced charge move together due to sufficiently large coupling. (b) Temperature dependence of the carrier mobility in the rubrene single-crystal FET with six gate dielectrics, showing a continuous evolution from metallic-like to insulating-like, as the dielectric constant of the gate insulator is increased. (Reproduced with permission from \[[@C169]\] © 2006 Nature Publishing Group.)](TSTA11661151F13){#F0013}

Technically, gate materials are important in the fabrication of functioning devices. For instance, the utilization of ferroelectric polymers can bring the devices into the application of memory transistors \[[@C140], [@C173]--[@C177]\]. The use of dielectrics comprising electrolytes, such as ionic liquids, ion gels, polymer electrolytes, and polyelectrolytes, can greatly reduce the operation voltage \[[@C178]--[@C184]\]. When considering the vertical phase separation during spin-coating from mixtures, the gate insulating and organic semiconducting layers can be fabricated directly with molecular smooth interface. This experiment has been well conducted using a blend of poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) and PMMA \[[@C86]\], whereas solution-processed organic crystals have yet to be used as channel materials in a similar device.

Some observations of important scientific interest are associated with the influence of interfaces of organic crystals other than semiconductor/insulator interface. Most of them, from microscopic motion of charges, involve charge transfer behavior at the interfaces. One excellent demonstration is that the conductivity of rubrene crystals can be dramatically enhanced using surface modification of SAMs \[[@C185]\]. Alves *et al* \[[@C186]\] observed an interesting metallic conduction at the charge-transfer interface when a p-type organic crystal is placed onto the surface of an n-type crystal.

### Contact resistance influences and calculation {#s4.2.3}

Contact resistance in an OFET includes resistance at the metal/organic interface and access resistance from metal/semiconductor interface to the conducting channel. The first part owes mainly to the energy difference between the semiconducting band state and the work functions of electrode material; the other is determined by organic semiconductor thickness and device architecture. Contact resistance can reduce device performance in OFETs \[[@C187]--[@C197]\]. The four-probe method (4PM) is often used to discriminate the contact resistance from the channel resistance, extracting the intrinsic charge carrier mobility \[[@C34], [@C55], [@C186], [@C198]\]. Contact resistance is also a critical factor of large variation in the performance of transistor arrays even on the same substrate. For organic crystals, when applying staggered device architectures (bottom-gate top-contact or top-gate bottom-contact), charge carriers are injected from the metal contact to the conducting channel at the direction that is basically not preferable for charge transport, leading to a relatively large value of contact resistance. Crystals often have larger variations in thickness than thin films; thus, uniformity in performance is frequently a critical consideration for future development and applications of OFETs based on semiconducting crystals. Improved device performance and uniformity have been achieved with the use of coplanar structures (bottom-gate bottom-contact or top-gate top-contact) \[[@C70]\]. However, issues around considerations of the effective charge injection area still exist \[[@C188], [@C193]\]. For instance, the coplanar architecture normally has a small charge injection/extraction area at the semiconductor/metal contact; meanwhile, charge injection/extraction can occur over the entire contact area in the staggered architecture, including the top and bottom surfaces \[[@C192]\].

Inserting a chemically doped layer between the metal and organic semiconductor can effectively reduce contact resistance \[[@C117], [@C199]--[@C201]\]. However, doping into the active materials reaching the channel is difficult for organic semiconducting crystals because the molecules are highly ordered. Most organic crystal FETs reported in the literature, even when a layer is inserted to enhance charge injection, suffer from serious influences of the contact effect, appearing as the superlinear behavior in output characteristics at the low-drain-voltage region. Large contact resistance can also consume additional power because of Joule heating \[[@C190]\].

Future works for reducing contact resistance in organic crystal FETs is of great importance. Quantitative calculation of the contact resistance in organic crystal transistors is likewise necessary. Both the transmission line method (TLM) and 4PM require complex electrode patterning to realize multiple channels or the four-terminal configuration. However, neither is applicable for organic crystal FETs because of the difficulty in preparing a crystal large enough to fabricate device patterns for the TLM or 4PM. To evaluate contact effects, we present the Y function method applied on organic crystal FETs \[[@C68]\]. This method was established for silicon-based metal--oxide--semiconductor field-effect transistors and applied in organic thin film transistors to estimate contact resistance and low-field mobility (*μ*~0~) from individual devices \[[@C202], [@C203]\]. For our organic crystal FETs, the value of *μ*~FET~ extracted from the saturation regime is lower than that of *μ*~0~ and generally decreases with increasing contact resistance.

More than patterning {#s4.3}
--------------------

Although organic semiconducting crystals can yield high transistor performance from their highly ordered molecular packing, two critical techniques have to be developed to move organic crystal transistors from research topics in laboratories into practical products in markets. One is the patterning technology for the deposition and growth of organic crystals at the desired regions. Many demonstrations discussed in this review confirmed that the patterning methods hold great capability in fabricating OFET arrays based on solution-processed organic crystals. The other prerequisite is the well-controlled orientation and alignment of organic crystals. Organic crystal FETs frequently experience poor uniformity in device performance (section [2.2.2](#s2.2.2){ref-type="sec"}). Variation in performance of organic crystal FETs is mainly caused by two factors. One is crystal morphology; crystal thickness determines the access resistance from the metal contact to the conducting channel in a staggered device structure (bottom-gate top-contact or top-gate bottom-contact). The metal contact quality in transistors can result in performance variations. Organic semiconductors deposited as crystalline thin films are preferable from this point of view \[[@C23]\]. The other factor is the orientation and alignment of crystals, which introduce anisotropy of charge transport and differences in the width and length of the active channels. For instance, when rod-like semiconducting crystals with favorable charge transport along the long crystal axis are used, the channel width (*W*) and length (*L*) are the width and length of the crystals that bridge the source and drain electrode, respectively. Hence, orientation and alignment influence the uniformity in performance and should be carefully considered.

Some depositing techniques from solutions, such as zone casting \[[@C32]\], doctor blading \[[@C204], [@C205]\], brush painting \[[@C206]\], and solution shearing \[[@C143], [@C146], [@C147]\], exhibit intrinsic capability in aligning the organic molecules and forming well-oriented crystals. However, a certain distribution still exists in organic aligning directions. Similarly, alignment of solution-processed organic crystals can be obtained in a hundred-micrometer scale when using a stamp with confining structure \[[@C207]\] or applying a small solution-pinning wafer on substrate \[[@C41], [@C42]\]. A solution-based method of PASVA that we proposed can produce organic single crystals with well-controlled orientation (figure [14](#F0014){ref-type="fig"}(a)) \[[@C208]\]. CYTOP was spin-coated onto the SiO~2~ substrate and then patterned into a series of narrow wettable trenches using lithography. An optimal trench width of 20 *μ*m can produce organic crystals (C~8~-BTBT) with \[[@C100]\] crystal direction well aligned along the long axis of the rectangular trench (figure [14](#F0014){ref-type="fig"}(b)). The driving forces of the self-organization of organic crystals are the self-assembly of C~8~-BTBT molecules on the soluble polymer base film and the geometric influence of the confinement area on the crystal alignment (figure [14](#F0014){ref-type="fig"}(c)).

![(a) Cross-polarized optical micrograph of an organic single crystal array. (b) Organic single crystals fabricated by the present method. The polarized optical micrograph shows that the crystals are fabricated only in the trenches and have the same crystal orientation. The surface profile shows that the typical thickness of the crystals is approximately 250 nm. (c) Real-time observation of the crystal growth and alignment. (Reproduced with permission from \[[@C208]\] © 2012 Authors.)](TSTA11661151F14){#F0014}

However, a deposition process that solely realizes patterning or orientation is still unsatisfactory for the benchmarks of industrial products. Future research should focus on the development of solution-processed techniques that can simultaneously pattern and orient organic crystals. We propose a method using PASVA performed on a patterned substrate surface with hydrophobic, highly hydrophilic, and weakly hydrophilic regions. Figure [15](#F0015){ref-type="fig"} shows a typical cross-polarized microscopy image of the resulting rod-like crystal arrays with well-controlled alignment. This project is currently under further investigation in our group.

![Cross-polarized microscopy image showing the recent progress of fabricating well-aligned organic single crystals in patterned regions.](TSTA11661151F15){#F0015}

Conclusions {#s5}
===========

In this review, we examined typical techniques, providing up-to-date knowledge of the patterning technology for solution-processed organic crystals and their applications in OFETs. Our recent research work on the spin-coating process from mixture solutions for the growth of patterned organic crystals was introduced. In addition, some key issues for the further development in this research topic, such as the organic crystal growth from solutions, device physics of organic crystal FETs, and patterning the crystals with controllable alignment, were also discussed.
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